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Let X=(M(n, m), & }&), where & }& fulfills Condition 0.3 and W=M(n, 1)+
M(1, m). A formula for a minimal projection from X onto W is given in
(E. W. Cheney and W. A. Light, 1985, ‘‘Approximation Theory in Tensor Product
Spaces,’’ Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Springer-Verlag, Berlin; E. J. Halton
and W. A. Light, 1985, Math. Proc. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 97, 127136; and
W. A. Light, 1986, Math. Z. 191, 633643). We will show that this projection is the
unique minimal projection (see Theorem 2.1).  2000 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
Let M(n, m) be the space of all (real or complex) matrices of n rows and
m columns. Denote by M(n, 1) (M(1, m), respectively) the space of
matrices from M(n, m) with constant rows (constant columns respectively).
Let Sn be the group of permutations of the set [1, 2, ..., n].
Definition 0.1. Put Sn_Sm=[?=__’ : _ # Sn and ’ # Sm]. Sn_Sm
is a group with a natural operation. Consider the transformations A__’ on
M(n, m) associated with Sn_Sm , i.e,
(A__’x)(i, j)=x(_(i), ’( j)). (0.1)
Definition 0.2. Let X be a Banach space X. An element x # X is called
a smooth point if it has a unique supporting functional fx . If every x from
a unit sphere is a smooth point, then X is called a smooth space.
For some basics facts of smoothness as well as some interesting applications
see, e.g., [14].
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Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that the
norm & }& on M(n, m) fulfills the following condition.
Condition 0.3. (1) For any ? # Sn _Sm the transformation A? (see
Definition 0.1) is an isometry.
(2) Space (M(n, m), & }&) is smooth.
Now we present some general facts concerning minimal projections.
Let P(X, W ) denote the set of all continuous linear projections from X
onto W, i.e.,
P(X, W )=[P # L(X, W ) : PW =IdW].
A projection P0 # P(X, W ) is called minimal if
&P0&=*(W, X )=inf[&P& : P # P(X, W )].
The constant *(W, X ) is called the relative projection constant.
The method for proving the uniqueness of a minimal projection in our
case is based on the two well-known theorems which earlier have only been
used for proving minimality of projections. We take advantages of both
these theorems combined with smoothness of the considered space. The
author hopes that this method could be useful in other cases.
The first of these theorems comes from W. Rudin (Theorem 0.6) and the
second from B. L. Chalmers and F. T. Metcalf (Theorem 0.8). Before we
state these theorems we have to introduce some notions and definition.
Definition 0.4. Suppose that a Banach space X and a topological
group G are related in the following manner: to every s # G corresponds a
continuous linear operator Ts : X  X such that
Te=I, Tst=TsTt (s # G, t # G).
Under these conditions, G is said to act as a group of linear operators on X.
Definition 0.5. A map L: X  X commutes with G if TgLTg&1=L for
every g # G.
Theorem 0.6 [23, III.B.13]. Let X be a Banach space and W a com-
plemented subspace, i.e., P(X, W ){<. Let G be a compact group which
acts as a group of linear operators on X such that
(1) Tg(x) is a continuous functions of g, for every x # X,
(2) Tg(W )/W, for all g # G.
Then for every =>0 there exists a projection P: X  W which commutes with
G such that &P&(*(W, X )+=) supg # G &Tg&2.
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Fix any projection Q from X onto W such that &Q&*(W, X )+= then the
desired projection P is defined by
P(x)=|
G
TgQTg&1(x) dg, for x # X,
where dg denotes the normalized Haar measure on G.
In many concrete applications Tg are isometries and the projection
which commutes with G is unique. Then this theorem implies that the norm
of this projection equals *(W, X ); thus this projection is minimal. It does
not imply that this projection is the unique minimal projection as there
could be projections which do not commute with G but still have a mini-
mal norm. For applications of the above theorem and related results see,
e.g., [2, 1113, 1519, 21, 23].
Below we assume that X is a normed space and W is a finite-dimensional
subspace.
Definition 0.7. A pair (x, y) # S(X**)_S(X*) will be called an
extremal pair for P # P(X, W ) if y(P**x)=&P&, where P**: X**  W is
the second adjoint extension of P to X** (S denotes unit sphere). Let E(P)
be the set of all extremal pairs for P.
To each (x, y) # E(P) associate the rank-one operator yx from X to
X** given by ( yx)(z)= y(z) } x for z # X.
Theorem 0.8 [8, Theorem 1]. A projection P # P(X, W ) has a minimal
norm if and only if the closed convex hull of [ yx](x, y) # E(P) contains an
operator EP for which W is an invariant subspace.
The operator EP is given by the formula
EP=|
E(P)
yx d+(x, y): X  X**,
where + is a probabilistic Borel measure on E(P).
For applications of Theorem 0.8 see, e.g., [39, 22].
Now, we recall one simple fact concerning the trace of a linear operator.
Definition 0.9 [23, III.F.26]. If L: X  X (X finite dimensional) is a
linear operator then L has a representation (non-unique of course) in the
form L(x)=i xi*(x) xi . The trace of L is defined as
tr(L)=:
i
xi*(xi).
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It is well known that this definition is correct, i.e., it does not depend on
a particular representation of L.
A nice sketch of applications of the trace as well as some further results
could be found in [23, Section III.F].
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Consider the group G=Sn_Sm , to every ?=__’ # Sn_Sm coincides
the transformation A? (see Definition 0.1). Then G=Sn_Sm acts as a
group of linear operators on M(n, m) (see Definition 0.4).
Let X=(M(n, m), & }&), where & }& fulfills Condition 0.3 and W=(n, 1)+
M(1, m).
The following two results were presented in [12, Chapter 9].
Theorem 1.1 [12]. For any ? # Sn_Sm the subspace W is invariant
under A? , i.e., A?(W )/W.
Theorem 1.2 [12]. There is the unique projection Q: X  W which
commutes with G=Sn_Sm given by the formula
Qers(i, j )=
n+m&1
nm
i=r, j=s
(1.1)
m&1
nm
i{r, j=s
n&1
nm
i=r, j{s
&1
nm
i{r, j{s,
where ers(i, j)=$ri$sj .
The group Sn_Sm meets the assumptions of Theorem 0.6. Thus the
projection given by (1.1) is minimal.
Definition 1.3. Let P: X  W be a projection. Put
E0(P)=[(x, y) # S(X )_S(X*) : y(Px)=&P&]. (1.2)
To each (x, y) # E0(P) associate the rank-one operator yx from X to X
given by ( yx)(z)= y(z) } x for z # X.
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Since X and W are finite dimensional E0(P) is non-empty. Now, we
prove a very useful lemma.
Lemma 1.4. Take any y # X* and ? # Sn_Sm . Then y(A&1? (z))=
(A? y)(z), for every z # X. (X is finite dimensional, so algebraically X* can
be treated as X ).
Proof. Since X is finite dimensional, each y # X* can be represented as
y(x)=:
i, j
yi, j } xi, j ,
where x=i, j xi, j } ei, j and yi, j # K (K=R or C) are independent of x.
Therefore, since A&1__’=A_&1_’&1 ,
y(A&1? (z))=:
i, j
yi, j } (A&1__’(z)) i, j
=:
i, j
yi, j } (A_&1_’&1(z)) i, j
=:
i, j
yi, j } z_&1(i), ’&1( j)
=:
i, j
y_(i), ’( j) } zi, j
=:
i, j
(A__’( y)) i, j } zi, j
=(A? y)(z). K
Theorem 1.5. If (x, y) # E0(Q) then (A?x, A? y) # E0(Q), for every ? #
Sn _Sm .
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, Q commutes with Sn_Sm , i.e., Q=(A?)&1 QA?
for every ? # Sn _Sm . Hence, by Lemma 1.4
&Q&= y(Qx)=y((A?)&1 QA?(x))
=y((A?)&1 (QA?(x)))
=(A? y)(Q(A?x)). K
We now define an operator crucial to our further considerations. Take
any (x, y) # E0(Q) and put
EQ=
1
|G|
:
? # G
(A? y) (A?x): X  X. (1.3)
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(Compare this to Definition 1.3 and Theorem 0.8.) Since ( yx)*=xy
then
E*Q=
1
|G|
:
? # G
(A?x) (A? y): X  X. (1.4)
Take the following elements of W:
ur # M(n, m), for r=1, ..., n: ur(i, j)={01
i{r
i=r
;
vs # M(n, m), for s=1, ..., m: vs(i, j)={01
j{s
j=s
; (1.5)
w # M(n, m): w(i, j)=1.
Since dim W=n+m&1, the elements u1 , ..., un&1 , v1 , ..., vm&1 , w form a
basis of W.
Theorem 1.6. Using the above definitions:
(1) EQ(W )/W.
(2) E*Q(w)=c } w.
Proof. Take any ur (r=1, ..., n). We will show that EQ(ur) # W. By
Lemma 1.4
|G| } EQ(ur)=:
?
(A? y) (A?x)(ur)
=:
?
(A? y)(ur) } A?(x)
=:
?
y(A&1? (ur)) } A?(x)
=:
?
y(A?&1(ur)) } A?(x)
=:
?$
y(A?$(ur)) } A(?$)&1(x)
=:
?$
y(A?$(ur)) } A&1?$ (x).
In the second to last equality we changed the summation, i.e, we put
?&1=?$.
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Let ?(r, t)=[?=__’ : _(t)]. Now, we will continue our computation.
|G| } EQ(ur)=:
?
y(A?(ur)) } A&1? (x)
= :
t=1, ..., n \ :? # ?(r, t) y(A?(ur)) } A
&1
? (x)+
= :
t=1, ..., n \ :? # ?(r, t) y(ut) } A
&1
? (x)+
= :
t=1, ..., n
y(ut) } \ :? # ?(r, t) A?&1(x)+
= :
t=1, ..., n
y(ut) } \ :?$ # ?(t, r) A?$(x)+ . (1.6)
In the last equality we changed the summation, i.e., we put ?&1=?$ and
we used the fact that ? # ?(r, t) if and only if ?&1 # ?(t, r). Consider the
term in brackets in the equality above. Note that
\ :? # ?(t, r) A?(x)+ (k, l )= :__’ # ?(t, r) x(_(k), ’(l ))
= :
_ : _(t)=r \:’ x(_(k), ’(l))+
= :
_ : _(t)=r
(m&1)! \ :p=1, ..., m x(_(k), p)+ .
One can see that the term in the last equality does not depend on l. Hence
\ :? # ?(t, r) A?(x)+ # W, for any t=1, ..., n.
Combining this with (1.6) gives EQ(ur) # W (for any r=1, ..., n). Reasoning
in a way similar to that above, but applied to vs , leads to EQ(vs) # W (for
any s=l, ..., m). Therefore the proof of (1) is complete.
By (1.4) and Lemma 1.4 we get
|G| } E*Q(w)=:
?
(A?x) (A? y)(w)
=:
?
(A?x)(w) } A?( y)
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=:
?
x(A&1? (w)) } A?( y)
=:
?
x(w) } A?( y)
=x(w) } \:? A?+ ( y).
Since
\:? A?+ ( y)=(n&1)! (m&1)! \:i, j y(i, j)+ } w,
the point (2) follows from the previous computation. K
Theorem 1.7. EQ commutes with Sn _Sm , i.e, A?EQ=EQ A? , for every
? # Sn_Sm .
Proof. Fix } # Sn_Sm . By Lemma 1.4
|G| } EQ b A}(v)=:
?
(A? y) (A?x)(A}v)
=:
?
(A? y)(A} v) } A?(x)
=:
?
(A&1} A? y)(v) } A?(x)
=:
?
(A}&1 b ? y)(v) } A?(x)
=:
?$
(A?$ y)(v) } A} b ?$(x)
=:
?$
(A?$ y)(v) } A}(A$?)(x)
=A} \:?$ (A?$ y)(v) } (A$?)(x)+
=A}( |G| } EQ(v))
=|G| } A} b EQ(v).
In the fifth equality in the above reasoning we changed the summation, i.e.,
we put }&1 b ?=?$. K
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Theorem 1.8. If an operator L: W  W commutes with Sn_Sm (A?L=
LA?) then there are constants a, b, k such that
L(ur)=aur+
k&a
n
w, for i=1, ..., n&1
(1.7)
L(vs)=bus+
k&b
m
w, for i=1, ..., m&1
L(w)=kw.
Moreover, for any constants a, b, k the operator L defined by (1.7) commutes
with Sn_Sm .
Proof. Take u1 , ..., un&1 , v1 , ..., vm&1 , w, which form a basis of W (see
(1.5)). Any operator L: W  W can be represented in a general form as
below
L(ur)=\ :k=1, ..., n&1 akr uk++\ :l=1, ..., m&1 blr vl++erw,
for any r=1, ..., n&1
L(vs)=\ :k=1, ..., n&1 cks uk++\ :l=1, ..., m&1 dls vl++ fsw, (1.8)
for any s=1, ..., m&1
L(w)=\ :k=1, ..., n&1 gkuk++\ :l=1, ..., m&1 hlvl++tw.
The proof is divided into a few steps. Now, fix p, q # [1, ..., n&1] and i,
j # [1, ..., m&1]. Consider the transformation A such that
A(up)=uq , A(uq)=up , A(ur)=ur (for r{ p, q),
A(vi)=vj , A(vj)=vi , A(vs)=vs (for s{i, j), (1.9)
A(w)=w,
i.e., A=A__’ where _(k)=k, for k{ p, q and _( p)=q, _(q)= p, ’(l )=l,
for l{i, j and ’(i)= j, ’( j)=i. Since L commutes with so chosen A then
A b L(up)=L b A(up) which after substitution for L from (1.8) and for A
from (1.9) yields
\ :k{ p, q akpuk++appuq+aqqup+\ :l{i, j blpvl++bipvj+bjpvi+epw
=\ :k{ p, q akquk++apqup+aqquq+\ :l{i, j blp vl++biqvi+bjqvj+eq w.
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Comparing coefficients at the suitable elements of basis u1 , ..., un&1 , v1 , ...,
vm&1 , w we get
app =aqq , apq=aqp , akp=akq for any k{ p, q,
bip=bjq , (1.10)
ep=eq .
By the similar reasoning applied to the equality A b L(vi)=L b A(vi)
cpi =cqj ,
(1.11)
dii =djj , d ij=dji , dli=dlj for any l{i, j.
In addition the equality A b L(w)=L b A(w) is equivalent to
\ :k{ p, q gk uk++ gpuq+ gqup+\ :l{i, j h lv l++h ivj+h jv i+tw
=\ :k{ p, q gk uk++ gq up+ gquq+\ :l{i, j h lv l++hivi+h jv j+tw.
Hence
gp= gq and hi=hj . (1.12)
Therefore L has a form
L(ur)=a$ } \ :k{r uk++aur+b } \ :l=1, ..., m&1 vl++ew,
for any r=1, ..., n&1
L(vs)=c } \ :k=1, ..., n&1 uk++d $ } \ :l{s vl++dvs+ fw (1.13)
for any s=1, ..., m&1
L(w)=g } \ :k=1, ..., n&1 uk++h } \ :l=1, ..., m&1 vl++tw.
Now, consider the following transformation A
A(ui)=\w& :k=1, ..., n&1 uk+ , A(ur)=ur (for r{i),
A(vi)=\w& :l=1, ..., m&1 vl+ , A(vs)=vs (for s{ j), (1.14)
A(w)=w,
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i.e., A=A__’ where _(k)=k, for k{i, n and _(i)=n, _(n)=i, ’(l )=l, for
l{ j, m and ’( j)=m, ’(m)= j. Since L commutes with so chosen A then
A b L(ur)=L b A(ur) (for r{i) which after substitution for L from (1.13)
and for A from (1.14) yields
a$ } \ :k{r uk++aur+a$ } \w& :
n&1
k=1
uk++b } \ :l{ j vl++b } \w& :
m&1
l=1
vl + ew
=a$ } \ :k{r uk++aur+b } \ :
m=1
l=1
vl++ew
which, after simplification, gives
(a&a$) ur&a$ui+bvj+(a$+b+e) w
=a$ } \ :k{r uk++aur+b } \ :
m&1
l=1
vl ++ew.
Hence,
a$=0 and b=0. (1.15)
Applying the same reasoning to the equality A b L(vs)=L b A(vs) (for s{ j)
we also obtain
d $=0 and c=0. (1.16)
In addition, from the equality A b L(w)=L b A(w) we get
g } \ :k{i uk++ g } \w& :
n&1
k=1
uk++h } \ :l{ j vl++h } \w& :
m&1
l=1
v l+ tw
= g } \ :
n&1
k=1
uk++h } \ :
m&1
l=1
vl ++tw,
and after simplification of the left side of the above inequality
gui+hvj+tw= g } \ :
n&1
k=1
uk++h } \ :
m&1
l=1
vl++tw.
Hence
g=0 and h=0. (1.17)
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Comparing (1.15), (1.16), and (1.17) with (1.13) yields
L(ur)=aur+ew, for any r=1, ..., n&1
L(vs)=dvs+ fw, for any s=1, ..., m&1 (1.18)
L(w)=tw.
Now, for A described in (1.14), from the equality A b L(ui)=L b A(ui) we
get
a } \w& :
n&1
k=1
uk++ew=tw& :
n&1
k=1
(auk+ew).
By comparing the coefficients at the element w in both sides of the above
equality, a+e=t&(n&1) e, that is
e=
t&a
n
. (1.19)
Applying the equality A b L(vj)=L b A(vj), after similar computations we
finish at
f =
t&d
m
. (1.20)
Observe that (1.19) and (1.20) with (1.18) finished the proof of the first
part of this theorem. It is left to show that every L given by (1.7) commutes
with Sn_Sm . To do this fix any A__’ , where __’ # Sn_Sm . Simple
computation using the form of L (see (1.7)) yields
L(un)=L \w& :
n&1
k=1
uk+=tw&L \ :
n&1
k=1
uk+
=tw& :
n&1
k=1
L(uk)
=tw& :
n&1
k=1 \auk+
t&a
n
w+
=tw&a } \ :
n&1
k=1
uk+&(n&1) t&an w
=tw&a(w&un)&(n&1)
t&a
n
w
=aun&
t&a
n
w. (1.21)
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Therefore, for any r=1, ..., n
A? b L(ur)=A? \aur&t&an w+=au_(r)&
t&a
n
w=L(A?(ur))=L b A?(ur).
Since we can obtain the same equality as in (1.21) but for the element vm
and do the same computation as above for vs , where s=1, ..., m, the proof
is completed. K
Theorem 1.9. There is a constant c such that EQ W=c } IdW . Moreover
c=&Q&.
Proof. From Theorem 1.6 point (1) and Theorem 1.7 the operator
EQ W fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 1.8. Therefore there are constants
a, b, k such that EQ can be represented in the form (1.7). Hence
(EQW)* (w)=\ :r=1, ..., n&1
k&a
n
ur ++kw+\ :s=1, ..., m&1
k&b
m
us + ,
and by Theorem 1.6 point (2) k&an =0 and
k&b
m =0. Therefore k=a=b
which gives the first part of this theorem.
To prove the second part we will use the notion of a trace of an operator
(for the necessary definition see Definition 1.3). Since
EQ W b Q(v)=
1
|G|
:
? # G
(A? y) (A?x)(Qv)
=
1
|G|
:
?
(A? y)(Qv) } A?(x)
=
1
|G|
:
?
(A? y b Q)(v) } A?(x),
then by the definition of a trace of the operator EQ W b Q, and Theorem 1.5
we get
tr(EQ W b Q)=
1
|G|
:
?
(A? y b Q)(A?(x))=&Q&. (1.22)
Let z1 , ..., znm be a basis of X such that z1 , ..., zn+m&1 form a basis of W.
We can represent EQ as follows
EQ(x)= :
k=1, ..., nm
zk*(x) zk .
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By Theorem 1.6 EQ(W )/W, hence zk* W=0, or k=n+m+2, ..., mn and
therefore
EQW (x)= :
k=1, ..., n+m+1
zk*(x) zk . (1.23)
Since the trace of an operator does not depend on a particular representa-
tion we get
tr(EQ W b Q)= :
k=1, ..., n+m+1
zk*(Qzk)
= :
k=1, ..., n+m+1
zk*(zk)
=tr(EQ W). (1.24)
From the first part of this theorem EQ W=c } IdW , and since tr(c } IdW)=c
by (1.22) and (1.24) c=&Q&. K
2. MAIN RESULTS
The aim of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let X=(M(n, m), & }&), where & }& fulfills Condition 0.3
and W=M(n, 1)+M(1, m). Take the projection Q given by the formula
(1.1). Then Q is the unique minimal projection from X to W.
Proof. The projection Q is minimal. Assume, on the contrary, that
there is a projection P{Q with &P&=&Q&. Consider the projection
R=\ 1|G| :? # G (A
&1
? ) b P b A?+ : X  W.
Since, for any } # Sn_Sm
A} b \ 1|G| :? (A
&1
? ) b P b A?+= 1|G| :? (A} b A
&1
? ) b P b A?
=
1
|G|
:
?
(A} b ?&1) b P b A?
=
1
|G|
:
?$
A?$ b P b A?$&1 b }
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=
1
|G|
:
?"
(A?"&1) b P b A?" b }
=
1
|G|
:
?"
(A&1?" ) b P b (A?" b A})
=\ 1|G| :? (A
&1
? ) b P b A?+ b A} ,
the projection R commutes with Sn _Sm , thus by virtue of Theorem 1.2
R=Q, i.e.,
Q=
1
|G|
:
? # G
(A&1? ) b P b A? . (2.1)
For any projection R: X  W put (compare this with Definition 1.3)
E 0(R)=[(x, y) # S(X )_S(X*) : | y(Rx)|=&P&]. (2.2)
Now, we will prove two lemmas
Lemma 1. If (u, v) # E 0(Q) then (u, v) # E 0(P). (P, Q are projections
defined at the beginning of the proof.)
Assume to the contrary that |v(Pu)|<&P&. Then by (2.1)
&Q&=|v(Qu)|= } v \ 1|G| :? (A
&1
? ) b P b A?(u)+}
= } 1|G| :? v((A
&1
? ) b P b A?(u))}

1
|G|
:
?
|v((A&1? ) b P b A?(u))|. (2.3)
Since &v&X*=1, &u&X=1 and A? are isometries,
|v((A&1? ) b P b A?(u))|&P&, for any ? # Sn_Sm .
For ?=Id_Id
|v((A&1? ) b P b A?(u))|=|v(Pu)|<&P&.
Combining the two above estimations with (2.3) gives &Q&<&P& and the
desired contradiction.
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Lemma 2. If (u, v) # E0(Q) then v b Q=v b P. (P, Q are projections
defined at the beginning of the proof.)
By Lemma 1
v(Qu)=&Q& and |v(Pu)|=&P&. (2.4)
Hence, by &P&=&Q&, there is a : # K: |:|=1 such that
v b Q
&Q&
(u)=1 and : }
v b P
&Q&
(u)=1. (2.5)
Since, by (2.4), &v b Q&=&v b P&=&Q& and smoothness of (X, & }&) (see
Definition 0.2 and Condition 0.3), in virtue of (2.5) we get
v b Q
&Q&
=: }
v b P
&Q&
. (2.6)
The above equality considered on the element w=Q(u) yields 1=:, which
by (2.6) gives v b Q=v b P.
Now, by having Lemma 2 it is easy to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Take the operator EQ given by (1.3). Since P{Q there is x0 # X such
that
w0 :=P(x0)&Q(x0){0. (2.7)
Applying Lemma 2 to (A? x, A? y) # E0(Q) (see Theorem 1.5) yields
(A? y)(w0)=(A? y)(P(x0)&Q(x0))
=(A? y)(P(x0))&(A? y)(Q(x0))
=((A? y) b P&(A? y) b Q)(x0)=0.
From the definition of EQ and the above computation we get
EQ(w0)=
1
|G|
:
? # G
(A? y) (A?x)(w0)
=
1
|G|
:
?
(A? y)(w0) } A?(x)=0.
Since w0 # W, we have EQ(w0)=&Q& } w0 by Theorem 1.9; thus by (2.8) we
have w0=0; which contradicts (2.7). K
Below we present examples of norms & }& on M(n, m) fulfilling
Condition 0.3.
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Since, in [12] it is proved that A? are isometries in (M(n, m), & }&p) for
p # (1, ) and it is well known that (M(n, m), & }&p) are smooth for
p # (1, ) then we have the following
Theorem 2.2. If X=(M(n, m), & }&p) for p # (1, ) then the projection
Q given by (1.1) is unique.
It is worth saying that in the cases of p=1 and p= the projection Q
given by (1.1) is not unique (for m, n3).
Theorem 2.3. If X=(M(n, m), & }&1) or X=(M(n, m), & }&) then the
projection Q given by (1.1) is not unique ( for m, n3).
This follows from the dimensional computation presented (in sketch)
below for X=(M(n, m), & }&1) (for X=(M(n, m), & }&) reasoning is almost
the same).
Let C be a convex subset of a Banach space X. A point e # C is called an
extreme point of C if e is not a center of any non-degenerate line segment
in C (i.e., for any x, y # C if e=*x+(1&*) y then *=0 or *=1). The set
of all extreme points of C is denoted by ExtC . If X is a Banach space then
ExtX :=ExtBX , where BX is a unit ball in X.
Take P :=Q+:L, where L: X  W is such that LW=0 and :>0. Since
Q is a projection from X to W, P is also a projection from X to W. Our
aim is to choose L and : in such way that &P&=&Q&. It is well known that
there are ( y, x) # ExtX*_ExtX such that y(Px)=&P& (compare this with
Definition 1.3). Let then
E 1(P)=[(x, y) # ExtX_ExtX* : | y(Px)|=&P&].
Now, we will construct L. Take ers (ers(i, j)=$ri$sj). These elements are
extreme points of X and form a basis of X. By the form of extremal points
of a unit sphere in l and the formula (1.1) of the projection Q for ers
there could be only one yrs # ExtX* such that yrs(Q(ers))=&Q& (since the
representation of Q(ers) in base eij (i=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., m) has all non-zero
coefficients).
Any operator L: X  X can be written in form
L(ers)=:
kl
arsklekl . (2.9)
If we assume that L: X  W then (since dim W=n+m&1) there are only
(n+m&1) nm independent arskl in the formula (2.9). Assuming that
yrs(Lers)=0 gives us additionally nm linear equations on arskl and the
assumption LW=0 gives (n+m&1)(n+m&1) linear equations on a rskl .
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Since (n+m&1) nm&nm&(n+m&1)(n+m&1)>0 (for m, n3) we
can choose the numbers arskl such that
L: X  W, L{0 and LW=0 and yrs(Lers)=0. (2.10)
Since, in our case, the set ExtX*_ExtX is finite
M=max[ | y(Qx)|, where (x, y) # (ExtX _ExtX*)"E 1(Q)]<&Q&. (2.11)
Take : such that
&:L&<&Q&&M. (2.12)
Now, for (x, y) # E 1(Q), by (2.10) we get
| y((Q+:L) x)|=| y(Qx)+:y(Lx)|=| y(Qx)|=&Q&,
and for (x, y) # (ExtX_ExtX*)"E 1(Q), by (2.11) and (2.12) we get
| y((Q+:L) x)|| y(Qx)|+| y(:Lx)|M+&:L&
<M+&Q&&M=&Q&.
Using the above estimations and the well known fact
&P&=max[ | y(Px)|, where (x, y) # ExtX_ExtX*],
yields &Q+:L&=&Q&. Therefore Q+:L is also a minimal projection.
This remark shows that the assumption of smoothness of the considered
space is essential and cannot be omitted. Below we present more general
spaces (i.e., Orlicz spaces) fulfilling Condition 0.3.
Let . be a convex function such that .(0)=0 and .(0, )>0.
A function with the above properties will be called an Orlicz function.
If the Orlicz function . satisfies the conditions
lim
x  0+
.(x)
x
=0 and lim
x  +
.(x)
x
=+,
then we will called it briefly N-function. From now on, we will only
consider N-functions.
Let p be the right derivative of .. The function
q(s)=sup[t : p(t)s]=inf[t : p(t)>s]
we call the right-inverse function of p.
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Let . be an N-function, p be the right derivative of ., and q be the right-
inverse function of p. Then we call
(v)=|
v
0
q(s) ds
the complementary function of ..
The Orlicz modular corresponding to the function . is defined by
\.(x)=:
i, j
.( |x ij | ),
for any x # M(n, m) and x=i, j xi, j ei, j .
The Luxemburg norm and the Orlicz norm is defined respectively by
&x&\. =inf[d>0 : \.(xd )1], (2.13)
_x_\.=sup {:i, j y ijxij : \( y)1= . (2.14)
Using Amemiya formulas we get
&x&\. = infd>0
[d max[1, \.(xd )]], (2.15)
_x_\.= infd>0
[d+d\.(xd )]. (2.16)
For basic facts concerning Orlicz spaces and extensions the reader is
referred to [10] and [20].
It is well known that there are sufficient and necessary conditions in
terms of function . for Orlicz spaces to be smooth, even in cases more
general than presented below (see, e.g., [10, Chapter 2.7]).
The function . is called smooth if its right derivative p is continuous.
Let
?.(:)=inf[t>0 : ( p(t)):],
then in our cases these conditions can be formulated as follows
Theorem 2.4 [10]. Let . be an N-function. Then M(n, m) with the
Luxemburg norm is a smooth space if and only if . is smooth on (0, .&1(1)).
Theorem 2.5 [10]. Let . be an N-function. Then M(n, m) with the
Orlicz norm is a smooth space if and only if . is smooth on (0, ?.(12)) and
p&(?.(12))=&1(12). ( p&(a) means limt  a& p(t).)
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Simple computation shows that in M(n, m) with the Luxemburg or the
Orlicz norm the transformations A? are isometries. Therefore we can state
the following
Theorem 2.6. Let . be an N-function such that . is smooth on
(0, .&1(1)). Consider M(n, m) with the Luxemburg norm, then the projection
Q given by (1.1) is unique.
Theorem 2.7. Let . be an N-function such that . is smooth on
(0, ?.(12)) and p&(?.(12))=&1(12). Consider M(n, m) with the Orlicz
norm, then the projection Q given by (1.1) is unique.
It can be easily seen that the functions .(t)=t p, where p # (1, ) fulfills
the conditions required on the function . in Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7.
Example 2.8. If we take .(t)=et&t&1 then the Orlicz norm and the
Luxemburg norm generated by so chosen . are smooth. Moreover these
norms are of course different from p-norms.
Now, we present another example of norms fulfilling Condition 0.3.
Let E be a convex symmetric body in Rnm (i.e., E is convex, compact
with nonempty interior and E=&E). Let E* denote its polar
E*=[x # Rnm : x } y1, for any y # E ].
Here ‘‘ } ’’ denotes the canonical inner product in Rnm. Define
f (x) :=sup[ |x } y| : y # E*] for x # Rnm (2.17)
and
f *(x) :=sup [ |x } y| : y # E] for x # Rnm. (2.18)
Then both functions f and f * are norms in Rnm and E, E* are the unit balls
for f and f *, respectively. For k # N put
fk(x)=\ 1vol(E*) |E* (x } y)2k dy+
12k
.
Then, by [1, Remark 1.7], fk are increasing sequence of norms such that
fk  f (i.e., fk(x)  f (x) for any x # Rnm) and fk # C(Rnm"[0]). Therefore
fk are also smooth norms. Since, by [1, Proposition 1.8], if A? is an
isometry in the norm f then it is also an isometry in the norm fk we may
state the following
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Theorem 2.9. Assume that for any ? # Sn_Sm the transformation A? is
an isometry in the given norm f. Consider M(n, m) with fk norm, then the
projection Q given by (1.1) is unique.
One can easily seen that if E fulfills the condition
for any ? A?( y) # E provided y # E; (2.19)
then A? are isometries in the norm f. Therefore this class greatly extends
our previous examples.
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